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2D model for melt progression through rods and debris
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During the degradation of a nuclear core in a severe accident scenario, the high temperatures reached lead

to the melting of materials. The formation of liquid mixtures at various elevations is followed by the flow of

molten materials through the core. Liquid mixture may flow under several configurations axial relocation

along the rods, horizontal motion over a plane surface such as the core support plate or a blockage of

material, 2D relocation through a debris bed, etc ...

The simulation of melt progression is one of the most important items in computation codes modeling

severe accidents in nuclear power plants. This phenomenon involves the relocation of very hot materials

composing the rods (e.g. U02, Zr, Ag.... or a mixture of all of them) towards lower or different positions,
where they are likely to interact with other materials (dissolution or solidification). During the relocation

process, solidification (due to heat exchange with the other materials) of the liquid film takes places. This

leads to the accumulation of materials at colder elevations of the core. In places where spacer grids are
located, this kind of accumulation is more important, causing, in some cases, blockage of the fluid channel.

Thus, horizontal relocation of material happens at these locations. Likewise, the arrival of liquid material
over plates or horizontal surfaces leads to radial motion of the mixture as well. A good simulation of all

these events is required for a proper description of the phenomena taking place during a severe accident.

When it happens in debris, similar processes happen and relocation becomes quickly 2D/3D because of

non-homogeneous porosity or capillary effects. It also leads to the blockage of a part of the debris bed.

Thus, the calculation of melt progression is necessary to have a prediction of blocked area which may not

be cooled down even after quenching. It also determines the time when some part of the corium falls into

the lower plenum

The two-dimensional relocation of molten material through a porous debris bed, implemented for the

simulation of late degradation phases, has opened a new way to the elaboration of the relocation model
for the flow of liquid mixture along the rods. It is based on a volume averaging method, where wall friction
and capillary effects are taken into account by introducing effective coefficients to characterize the solid

matrix (rods, grids, debris, etc.). A local description of the liquid flow is necessary to derive the effective

coefficients. Heat transfers are modelled in a similar way.

The derivation of the conservation equations for the liquid mixture falling flow (momentum) in two di-
rections (axial and radial-horizontal) and for the heat exchanges (energy) are the main points of this new
model for simulating melt progression. In this presentation, the full model for the relocation and solidi-
fication of liquid materials through a rod bundle or a debris bed is described. It is implemented in the

ICARE/CATHARE code, developed by IPSN in Cadarache.

The main improvements and advantages of the new model are

- A single formulation for liquid mixture relocation, in 2D, either through a rod bundle or a porous debris

bed
- Extensions tocomplex structures (grids, by-pass, etc...

- The modeling of relocation of a liquid mixture over plane surfaces
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A general relocation model Method

N SCOPE Solve the liquid mixture flow through a set of debris, rods, and bounding walls

Non uniform local velocity

Almost periodic geometry (porous medium approach)

0 IMPROVEMENTS and ADVANTAGES

A 2D/3D (axial and radial) model

A single approach for relocation through intact geometry or debris

Possible extension to other structures (grids, by-pass, etc.

0 MODELING METHODOLOGY

Conservation equations using the volume averaging method

Calculation and estimation of the characteristic directional parameters

(permeability, effective conductivity, convective heat transfer coefficients,

Introduction of physical processes such as capillarity, dissolution and solidification in the model
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• LIQUID MASS:

(PW-el + (pl),V.((')) rhlat
• MOMENTUM (for the xi-axis: z=axial and r-radial):
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Coupling between material flow and thermics:

variation of liquid mixture temperature different viscosity 4 variation in the velocity

9 Estimation of the characteristic parameters:

• Respective areas of contact: Aj and A1

• Convective terms: For the liquid and the gas in the two flow directions (axial and radial)

• Conduction terms: Radial and axial effective conductivity

• Radiation terms: ICARE2 independent model

9 Solidification: phase hange and chemical reactions during relocation. Two bounding cases:

1. Homogeneous mixture of solid and liquid 4 calculation of the effective viscosity as a function of
the solid fraction in the mixture

2. Solid fraction deposited on the rods addition of the solid fraction to the rods and new
calculation of the liquid saturation (not implemented yet)



Main correlations used for melt relocation in debris bed

K is the permeability and the passability of the porous medium, respectively calculated by the

Carman-Kozeny and Ergun relations 

d2E3 dpO
K P and ' = - (1)150( - 1.75(l - )

K, is the relative permeability, and the relative passability, which are corrections to take into account the

partial saturation.
St -so 3 3K, ) = (2)

so

In this equation, the effective (or reduced) saturation s is introduced, which corresponds to a correction of the

liquid saturation due to the irreducible wetting phase saturation So.

1 OCOSOso = (3)
86.3 KpIg

The liquid pressure is deduced from the capillary pressure relation, which was correlated by [Leverett, 19411

Pt = P" - O'COSO( )0.,J(S) (4)
K

where o is the liquid surface tension.



Correlations for debris bed thermal behaviour

The effective diffusivity coefficient Aff is calculated according to [Imura-Takegoshi, 19741

Aef f + ( - (l - E) A, ES, Al) (5)
A- ((I E)A, +,ESIAI)w + A*(1 - )9 9

where
w = 0.3c 1.6 i - s 16 c) A, cSIAI -0.044

A*9
and

T E(l - SI) 

1 W

The radiative effects were included by the addition of the Luikov model to correct the gas conductivity [Luikov

et al., 1968] :

A* = Ag + 4E,,,odpT39 (6)

The interstitial convection heat transfer coefficient h can be estimated by a correlation suggested in

[Kaviany, 19911

hldp - 2 1.1ReO.6pr113 (7)
Al

where
Re Pi IUI - USI dp (8)

Pi
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DE PROBLEMrOMETRICAL� SCRIPTION F T V'

Cross-sectional view

of a Cc

rods bundle

1. Two-phase flow in a porous medium: collection of rods
and plane surfaces (composing a solid matrix) with a void
region, where two fluids quid film and coolant gas) can

flow

I Definition of several parameters

• Phase volume fraction, fi, defined for the three phases,

i = solid, liquid, gas.

• Liquid saturation, St VI
(VMesh - Vrods)

• Liquid film thickness, 

• Liquid volume -+ VI = St (Vmesh Vrods)
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Integration over r of the momentum:
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Newton's law of viscosity and no velocity slip condition 4
velocity:
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-+Physical phenomena:

e Heat xchanges:

9 Cladding conductivity

e Effect of corium conductivity on convective heat transfers

* Solidification phenomena:

• Corium latent heat

• Corium liquefaction range: T-Tiq

• Rods and corium heat capacity

• Superheat, rod/corium temperature difference



Validation of the melt relocation model

Vertical flow with solidification (II)
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Momentum equations (9PI 0

for liquid flow 5z- pig

over a plane surface 49PI 192 Uir

with radial. extent (L) > height (h) ar OZ2

Volume averaged equation for the radial direction

a(PI) = O2 (Ur) IMI-i
Or AI ( O2 Kr )

The average velocity along the height of the flow:

I h pIgKr312 Oh h
(Ul r = (Ulr)dz - - anh(� �) - h/vrKr

h e1jilh (9r v/K7-

Estimation of the radial relative permeability:

For values of x > 3, in terms of

liquid film thickness
with (R+J) =a R ) residual liquid saturation

a-a. X X
Kri -gn Krr, S-Sres-a )(asat con
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Conclusions and Future improvements

E The porous medium approach is suitable for calculating melt relocation in almost

all configurations in the core

N Specific features of the core, such as grids or by-pass may be included in the model

M Many physical phenomena such as capillarity, residual saturation or solidification

can be taken into account

M Improvements are under way to include chemical reactions with the relocating

melt (oxidation and dissolution)

M Extension to situations with non miscible liquids may be necessary


